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ABSTRACT A research article recommendation approach aims to recommend appropriate research articles
to analogous researchers to help them better grasp a new topic in a particular research area. Due to the
accessibility of research articles on the web, it is tedious to recommend a relevant article to a researcher
who strives to understand a particular article. Most of the existing approaches for recommending research
articles are metadata-based, citation-based, bibliographic coupling-based, content-based, and collaborative
filtering-based. They require a large amount of data and do not recommend reference articles to the researcher
who wants to understand a particular article going through the reference articles of that particular article.
Therefore, an approach that can recommend reference articles for a given article is needed. In this paper,
a new multi-level chronological learning-based approach is proposed for recommending research articles to
understand the topics/concepts of an article in detail. The proposed method utilizes the TeKET keyphrase
extraction technique, among other unsupervised techniques, which performs better in extracting keyphrases
from the articles. Cosine and Jaccard similarity measures are employed to calculate the similarity between
the parent article and its reference articles using the extracted keyphrases. The cosine similarity measure
outperforms the Jaccard similarity measure for finding and recommending relevant articles to understand a
particular article. The performance of the recommendation approach seems satisfactory, with anNDCGvalue
of 0.87. The proposed approach can play an essential role alongside other existing approaches to recommend
research articles.

INDEX TERMS Research article recommendation, chronological learning, keyphrase extraction, TeKET,
cosine similarity, jaccard similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, research article recommendation systems
have gained considerable attention in the research arena. One
of the key reasons these recommendation systems get popular
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is that an automated system can recommend relevant research
articles that the researchers/readers are looking for in the
shortest period. On the other hand, the number of scientific
research articles is increasing rapidly. Moreover, new arti-
cles are continuously being added to the scientific research
field regularly. There are various subject areas or domains
in research. According to Scopus, there are four research
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domains: physical, health, social, and life sciences [1]. These
domains also contain sub-domains, namely computer sci-
ence, mathematics, material science, chemical engineering,
medicine, social science, and many more. These different
domains contain numerous research articles. It has been
reported that there are about 25million research articles avail-
able on the website [2]. The number is even larger today than
it used to be. Therefore, finding a relevant research article for
a particular article is a time-consuming and tedious task.

A research article contains concepts from different
domains, subjects, or topics. Sometimes some topics are
not discussed elaborately in an article. Instead, they are
referred to the previously published articles. Therefore,
to understand those topics, the researchers/readers read those
referred articles. While searching for relevant research arti-
cles to understand a topic mentioned in a particular article,
a researcher/reader usually needs to search for articles
from the reference section. Finding a relevant article is
time-consuming and a tedious task as one needs to read at
least the title, abstract, or introduction to find whether the
article is relevant or not. Therefore, the researchers/readers
need to spend much time finding the relevant articles from
the reference section to understand a particular topic of a par-
ticular article. However, the task of finding relevant research
articles can be done quickly by introducing a new concept
to research article recommendations that can recommend
relevant reference articles for a particular article.

Most of the available recommendation approaches are
researcher’s profile-based [3]–[7] and recommend research
articles as per user’s research profiles and their past research
histories. Some other recommendation approaches are query-
based [8], [9] and return relevant articles based on the
query from the researchers [10]. Apart from the user
profile-based and user query-based approaches, there are
some other approaches that includes collaborative filter-
ing [8], [11], [12], content-based filtering [13], [14], citation-
based [15]–[17], graph-based [18], and some other hybrid
approaches [19], [20]. However, these approaches also incor-
porate the user/researcher profiles. Hence, no such work
has yet been found to the best of our knowledge, which
can recommend relevant reference articles for a particular
article to understand. Therefore, this work proposes a new
concept of research article recommendation approach that
is a chronological learning-based [21] approach. Simple-
to-complex, whole-to-part learning, prerequisite learning,
and chronological learning are four traditional sequencing
methods in the learning process [22]. The term ‘‘simple-to-
complex’’ is self-explanatory. More uncomplicated princi-
ples are introduced first, followed by more nuanced ones in
the learning process. This method of sequencing is used in
many math textbooks. Whole-to-part learning gives learners
a broad outline of a topic before delving further into specifics.
In comparison to the inductive strategy of simple-to-complex
learning, this is a deductive strategy. Prerequisite learning
is a type of learning that requires basic knowledge to come
before more advanced knowledge. It is similar to simple-

to-complex instruction in that the order in which the pre-
requisite information is answered does not matter as much
as enough of it is covered before moving on to the more
complex knowledge. Finally, chronological learning occurs
when the learning process is organized in such a way that the
lessons/topics are taught in chronological order. For instance,
history is a topic that, by definition, follows a chronological
order. The theory of history is focused on the concept of
chronology. The word ‘‘chronology’’ refers to the chronolog-
ical order in which events took place. In the research area,
the researchers also follow the chronological order in terms
of publishing new articles. For example, a researcher pub-
lished a new research article containing a new theory. In the
future, other researchers might use that theory for solving
many problems, and they cite that article in their articles.
As a result, if a reader wants to read the newly published
articles which contain that theory, he needs to read that cited
article that contains the theory. A research article can cite
various previously published articles, which a reader needs
to read first to understand a new article in depth. Hence,
a new recommendation approach is needed that can serve
this kind of research article recommendation. Therefore, this
proposed recommendation approach is termed chronological
learning-based since it exploits the concept of chronological
learning and utilizes the previously published research arti-
cles for the recommendation purpose that maintains chrono-
logical order. The chronological order means ordering the
published research articles that are utilized as references in
a particular article. This approach can recommend relevant
reference articles to the researchers/readers to understand
a particular article and gather more knowledge regarding
different domains/subject areas in research.

This proposed approach can recommend research articles
at different levels of a base/target article that researchers may
be interested in. For example, a researcher may want to read
and understand the concept of a research article. The article
mentions various technical contexts or concepts that he may
not understand. These contexts or concepts are not discussed
in detail in this research article. Instead, they are being cited
in this article. Therefore, the researcher must find the rel-
evant articles in the references to help him understand the
base article. This concept can be extended to multiple levels
to understand the particular research article. For example,
the base article has some reference articles in the reference
section. Calculating the similarity of the reference articles
with the base article to recommend relevant articles is con-
sidered as the first level of recommendation, and the base
article is considered as the parent article for the first level.
Again, each of the reference articles from the first level has
its references. Each of the reference articles from the first
level acts as a parent article in the second level. At the sec-
ond level, relevant articles are recommended by calculating
the similarity between the parent articles and the reference
articles of these parent articles. Similarly, the following rec-
ommendation level can be called the third recommendation
level. Thus, the proposed approach can be considered as a
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FIGURE 1. An example of level wise recommendation up to second level.
Here, PA denotes the parent article of first level. RA1 to RAn are the
reference articles of parent article for each level. S denotes the similarity
score between parent and reference articles. Each reference article of the
first level act as the parent article for the second level recommendation.

multi-level approach. Figure 1 represents the concept of level-
wise recommendation.

The proposed approach considers the full-text analysis
of the articles for level-wise article recommendation since
the full-text analysis is preferable for the document rec-
ommendation as it calculates the similarity between two
documents [23]. The proposed approach computes the sim-
ilarity of keywords of the articles. These words hold the
key concepts of a particular article and can also be con-
sidered as keyphrases [24]. The proposed methodology
employs TeKET [25], a tree-based unsupervised keyphrase
extraction technique for extracting the keyphrases from
articles. Though other widely utilized statistical-based and
graph-based unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques
are available [26]–[28], TeKET performs better in extract-
ing top quality keyphrases from research articles than the
other techniques. Two widely utilized similarity calculation
techniques named Cosine Similarity [29], and Jaccard Sim-
ilarity [30] measures are employed to calculate the lexi-
cal similarity between two articles utilizing the extracted
keyphrases. These two similarity calculation techniques tend
to be the most effective and prominent techniques for simi-
larity calculation. These techniques are widely utilized in the
information retrieval or text processing tasks for similarity
calculation [31], [32]. These techniques are also utilized in
text similarity measures for news articles as well as combined
with classifiers for text classification [33], [34]. Similarity
scores are significant when it comes to recommending the
most relevant research articles. In summary, the following are
the major contributions of this work:

• A new concept of research article recommendation
approach is proposed that utilizes the concept of chrono-
logical learning to recommend articles at multiple levels.
This recommendation approach can help a researcher
to understand a particular research article in depth by
recommending research articles relevant to that article.

• A comparison is made between some prominent unsu-
pervised keyphrase extraction approaches, namely tree-
based, statistical-based, and graph-based, to find the
suitable technique to extract keyphrases from the
research articles.

• Lexical similarity is calculated employing Cosine Sim-
ilarity and Jaccard Similarity measure utilizing the
extracted keyphrases. Based on the similarity scores
calculated between the parent and reference articles, the
most relevant research articles are recommended.

The remainder of this article is structured in the subsequent
manner. Section II discusses the related study. Section III
discusses the problem formulation. Section IV describes the
proposed methodology in detail. Section V describes the
experimental details, result analysis, and discussion. Finally,
section VI concludes the study with future directions.

II. RELATED STUDY
In recent times, many recommendation systems have been
developed, however, quite a few of them are for recom-
mending academic research articles [35]. These recom-
mendation systems utilize various techniques, including
content-based technique [36], collaborative filtering tech-
nique [37], content-based citation analysis [14], graph-based
ranking algorithm [38], co-citation-based analysis [17], bib-
liographic coupling technique [10], [39], and many more.

The most state-of-the-art approach is the collaborative
filtering approach for research article recommendation sys-
tems from all these approaches. However, this technique can
create a data sparsity problem for a big citation matrix [8],
[40]. Moreover, this approach cannot recommend articles to
understand a particular article. Conversely, the content-based
approaches [41]–[43] can overcome the mentioned disadvan-
tages of collaborative filtering by comparing textual infor-
mation between two articles [44]. However, this approach
creates cold start problems for recommending new articles
if a new article is not recommended previously to anyone.
Additionally, the existing content-based approaches do not
recommend relevant articles from a particular article to under-
stand that.

In several similar analyses, content-based analysis is incor-
porated with co-citation analysis, and it gives better accuracy
for research article recommendation [45]. Herein, co-citation
analysis considers the relationship between two articles when
a particular article cites them. On the other hand, the bibli-
ographic coupling technique finds the relation between two
articles when both the articles cite the same article [10],
[39]. However, these approaches do not consider the text
analysis and do not recommend relevant research articles to
understand a particular article.

In [5] and [6], the user profile-based approaches recom-
mend research articles to the researcher relevant to his field.
These approaches work based on the researcher’s previous
works and citations. The user profiles are made based on the
publications and their citations. That means these approaches
also require a vast database to recommend a particular arti-
cle to the relevant researcher. In several cases, it can give
poor results if there is inadequate information. Moreover,
these approaches cannot recommend relevant research arti-
cles since they are based on user profiles and do not consider
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the contextual text of the articles. In [18], a keyword-driven
article recommendation approach is proposed utilizing an
undirected paper citation graph for recommending research
articles. The keywords taken from the user query are regarded
as a Steiner tree problem. It also employs PP (Paper Pop-
ularity) method to find the optimal recommended papers.
However, there can also be sparsity problems in the paper
citation graph, and it recommends articles considering the
citation analysis.

Some other hybrid approaches incorporate content-based
filtering, collaborative filtering, or citation analysis to
recommend research articles. In [20], an agent is cre-
ated to recommend research articles to the users. This
agent utilizes a hybrid approach since it incorporates
content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. However,
this is domain-dependent and recommends articles based on
the user’s interest. In [19], a hybrid approach is proposed
utilizing the multilevel citation network and collaborative
filtering. This approach is also author dependant and can give
poor recommendations due to this dependency.

In [46], a web-based tool named Mendeley utilizes a
profile-based technique to recommend a research article.
Based on the researcher’s last read article, it recommends
whether from the desktop browser or mobile app. Moreover,
it considers the researcher’s reference list from the library and
also his profile information. However, this recommendation
process is not ideal as it works only based on previously
saved data. Google Scholar is one of the most eminent rec-
ommendation systems which utilizes a statistical model for
the research article recommendation based on co-authorships
and citations [47]. However, they never disclose the statistical
model they utilize for the recommendation. Google Scholar
utilizes the author’s profile for the recommendation based on
that author’s published articles by matching the indexes [47].
It recommends articles based on author profile data, research
interests, citation of the article, and the research domains.

In [48], a tool named Action Science Explorer (ASE) is
designed to help by searching keywords and finding relevant
documents in return. This tool provides several features, like
network visualization of research articles using citation anal-
ysis, text analysis by ‘‘citing’’ and ‘‘cited by’’ nature of arti-
cles, statistical methods, the summary of articles by analyzing
‘‘in-cite’’ text, making clusters and groups of the relevant
articles. However, ASE needs a fixed dataset provided by the
user. Therefore, an enhancement is made to ASE to automate
the data collection process [49]. All the features are the same,
just like before. However, in ASE, the relevant articles are
ranked based on the citation analysis, citation count, and
different metrics like the year of publication and so on. For
ranking the papers, text similarity calculationmay give a deep
insight alongside the citation analysis. Moreover, there is no
chronological order maintained in the ASE that differs from
the prime concept of this work.

Since all the existing article recommendation systems
mentioned above are based on profile-based, previous
record-based, or citation-based, this work aims to propose a

FIGURE 2. Preference of readers to read the reference articles for
understanding an article.

new concept to recommend reference articles for a particular
article that enlightens the concept of chronological learning.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Since chronological learning utilizes level-wise article rec-
ommendation, for a base article BA, up to three levels are
considered in this work. The levels are selected up to three
because of the opinion got from researchers from an expert
survey. An expert survey is conducted upon more than a
hundred researchers (professor, associate professor, assistant
professor, lecturer, PhD student) worldwide. The prime con-
cern of that survey is to know,

Do the researchers read the reference articles of a
particular article to understand that article?

The response of this concern from the survey is depicted in
Figure 2. From the survey’s response, it can be observed that
most of the researchers want to read previous articles for a
particular targeted article. The second concern of that survey
is to know,

Do the researchers read the reference articles of that
reference articles? Up to how many levels do they
read like this?

The response for this concern from the survey is depicted
in Figure 3.

From the survey’s response, it can be observed that
the majority of the readers want to read up to three lev-
els. Hence, this work recommends relevant articles to the
researchers/readers for a targeted article up to three levels.

Let us consider an article that one wants to understand.
We consider this article as a Base article BA. This BA is
considered as the parent article PA for level one. To under-
stand this article’s various terms and concept, we need to
select the most relevant articles from the reference arti-
cles. Let us denote reference articles as (RA)s of PA,
(RA)s = {RA1,RA2,RA3, . . . ,RAn}, where n ∈ Z+. To find
the best relevant article, we need to calculate the similar-
ity between PA and (RA)s. For this, we need to extract
keyphrases (KPA )swith their weights (WKPA

)s for PA. Herein,
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FIGURE 3. Preference of readers to read reference articles up to certain
levels.

KPA = {KPA1,KPA2,KPA3, . . . ,KPAm} where m ∈ Z+. Like-
wise, we need to extract keyphrases (KRA )s with their
weights (WKRA

)s for each RA ∈ (RA)s. Herein, (KRA )s =
{KRA(1,1),KRA(1,2),KRA(1,3), . . . ,KRA(i,j)}, where i, j denote
the i-th article and j-th keyphrase respectively. After that,
a new set of articles Sk can be found, sorted in descending
order based on the similarity score calculated between PA
and (RA)s. Herein, Sk = {RA1,RA2,RA3, . . . ,RAk}, where
k ∈ Z+. The top-5 articles with the highest similarity scores
(Arec)s are recommended for PA for that particular level. The
top most article in (Arec)s is then considered as the PA for the
next level. The same thing is repeated up to the third level.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This section gives an extensive overview of the proposed
methodology for the chronological learning-based research
article recommendation approach for a given article. The
methodology can be divided into four different phases;
i) Data acquisition and processing, ii) keyphrase extraction,
iii) similarity calculation and iv) recommending chronolog-
ical learning-based articles. These four phases are depicted
in figure 4 and elaborately discussed in the following subse-
quent sections.

A. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
The discussion mentioned above states that the concept of
chronological learning is a new one. Hence, no such dataset
has been found so far as per our knowledge. Hence, for the
proof of concept, a new dataset is prepared for experimental
purposes. The research articles that are utilized for preparing
the dataset are from the Computer Science domain. Initially,
considering an article as BA, all the reference articles (RA)s
available online are acquired for further processing in level
one. For all the (RA)s in level one, the same approach is
performed in level two and level three as per the survey
feedback mentioned in section III. The articles which are not
found online are being omitted in this work. All the articles
are scholarly articles from various journals and proceedings.
All the articles in the dataset are in pdf format. Hence, one of

the essential parts of this phase is converting the articles from
pdf to text for further processing and similarity calculation.
All the articles are converted from pdf to text. Then all the
unnecessary stop words are removed. After that, the author
provided keywords of the articles are separated from the
text. These keywords are considered as the gold standard
keyphrases since the authors provide them. These keywords
are needed for the evaluation part for selecting the keyphrase
extraction techniques in the next phase.

B. KEYPHRASE EXTRACTION
As mentioned earlier, there are millions of research articles
from different domains in research; it is quite challenging
to employ a supervised keyphrase extraction technique as
different domains contain information that is almost different
from each other. Additionally, supervised techniques need
lots of training information. However, some domains lack
training information. For this reason, the unsupervised tech-
nique is considered in this work for keyphrase extraction.
The keyphrase extraction phase is crucial for the rest of the
phases as it helps further for the similarity calculation and
recommendation. Keyphrase extraction is one of the essential
phases in this article recommendation approach as it helps
calculate the similarity in the next phase. Without the proper
keyphrase extraction technique, even the best recommenda-
tion system can perform poorly because of the poor similarity
score calculated utilizing the extracted keyphrases [50]. Qual-
ity keyphrases help to summarize and identify a document
well enough [25].

For the keyphrase extraction, TeKET is selected, which is a
tree-based unsupervised keyphrase extraction technique [25].
TeKET is a domain-independent keyphrase extraction tech-
nique that utilizes limited statistical knowledge, and it
requires no training data [25]. The process of extracting
keyphrases utilizing TeKET can be divided into several
phases, namely i) selection of candidate keyphrases, ii) pro-
cessing of candidate keyphrases, and iii) selecting final
keyphrases from candidate keyphrases. The functional details
of TeKET are depicted in Figure 5.

1) CANDIDATE KEYPHRASE SELECTION
The candidate keyphrases are selected by employing Parts
of Speech Tagging (POS Tagging) from the articles. Noun
phrases are considered here as targeted candidate keyphrases
since most of the time, the noun phrases are considered as
candidate keyphrases [51]. The following POS pattern is
employed for this purpose, which has been shown in [52] to
be one of the most suitable patterns for extracting the most
significant candidate keyphrases.

(< NN .∗ > + < JJ .∗ >?)|(< JJ .∗ >? < NN .∗ > +)

Here, NN denotes the nouns and JJ denotes the adjective.
This is actually called regular expression and can be written
by NLTK’s (Natural Language Toolkit) RegexParser. After-
ward, the most suitable candidate keyphrases are selected
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FIGURE 4. Different phases of research article recommendation approach. The first two phases, namely data
acquisition & processing and keyphrase extraction are crucial for the last two phases, namely similarity calculation
and recommendation.

based on removing the words that contain a single alphabet
or no alphabets and lower frequency words.

2) CANDIDATE KEYPHRASE PROCESSING USING KePhEx
TREE
Candidate keyphrases are not processed in traditional unsu-
pervised keyphrase extraction procedures; instead, they are
delivered to the ranking step directly after selection. An inter-
mediary step between candidate keyphrase selection and
ranking might ease the unnecessary rating of extracted
keyphrases, allowing for the extraction of more relevant
keyphrases. After selecting the candidate keyphrases in
TeKET, these are further processed utilizing a Keyphrase
Extraction Tree (KePhEx) [52].

KePhEx is a binary tree, which can extract final keyphrases
from candidate keyphrases. Although there are many other
binary trees, the KePhEx tree is distinguished by the fact
that both the position and the level of each node in the tree
are fixed. Even a node’s higher-level ancestors (including
the root) are also fixed. The KePhEx tree starts building by
selecting a root from candidate keyphrases as it can lead
to forming a good tree for selecting the final keyphrases.

Since noun phrases are the most likely candidates for final
keyphrases, using them as roots enhances the likelihood of
obtaining good final keyphrases. For the tree formation, after
selecting a root, all the candidate keyphrases are selected that
contain the root. These are considered as similar candidate
keyphrases. The whole process for extracting the keyphrases
follows three steps, namely i) tree formation, ii) tree process-
ing, and iii) keyphrase extraction. The detailed algorithm for
tree formation and tree processing can be found in [25].

In a KePhEx tree, each node contains a 2-tuple of data
along with additional information, such as a word and its
Cohesive Index (CI) value concerning the root. The CI has
two advantages: i) it helps in determining the coherence of
different words concerning the root of the tree, which is
used as a ranking factor for keyphrase extraction, and ii) it
provides flexibility in keyphrase extraction since the value
of CI changes depending on the presence of the word in the
candidate keyphrases. A good keyphrase must consist of a
logically coherent set of words that occur regularly in the text.

The KePhEx tree follows three hypotheses mentioned
in [25] to extract final keyphrases. Based on the hypotheses,
the KePhEx tree extends, shrinks, or remains in the same
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FIGURE 5. Functional overview of TeKET keyphrase extraction technique.
In the very first step, Candidate keyphrases are selected from whole text
of the article. Then these candidate keyphrases are processed using
KePhEx Tree algorithm and finally they are ranked and selected as final
keyphrases.

condition. For the keyphrase extraction, the weak nodes are
pruned based on the CI value concerning the root. A thresh-
old value called minimum allowable µ (mamu), is utilized
for this. A node with a lower value than the threshold gets
removed from the tree. The mamu value is being updated
periodically. The detailed algorithm for the pruning process
and keyphrase extraction can be found in [25].

Hence, it can be said that using the KePhEx tree in
keyphrase extraction has three advantages: i) it extracts
high-quality keyphrases from candidate keyphrases, ii) it
allows flexibility in keyphrase extraction, and iii) it helps to
rank by providing a value representing the coherence of a
word in a keyphrase concerning a root.

3) RANKING AND SELECTING FINAL KEYPHRASES
Generally, automatic keyphrase extraction techniques
extract good quality keyphrases, yet extracting top quality
keyphrases is necessary due to various applications like rec-
ommender systems or document clustering. TeKET employs
a new keyphrase ranking approach utilizing the value CI
or µ of a word concerning root in a keyphrase and Term
Frequency (TF) to extract top-ranked keyphrases. To rank
the final keyphrases, the weights are calculated utilizing the
following Equation (1).

Wkp =

M∑
n=1

TFn ×
M∑
n=1

µn (1)

Herein, Wkp is the calculated weight for a final keyphrase.
M is the number of words in a keyphrase. TF is the term
frequency and µ is the mamu value.

From that point onward, the TeKET extracts a good num-
ber of keyphrases from the candidate keyphrases. In this
keyphrase extraction phase, the (KPA )s from PA and the
(KRA )s from (RA)s are extracted for the calculation of the next
phase. TeKET also provides (WKPA

)s and (WKRA
)s for PA and

(RA)s respectively by employing Equation (1).

C. SIMILARITY CALCULATION
Similarity calculation is another primary concern of this pro-
posed methodology as it calculates the similarities between
PA and (RA)s at each level. After extracting the necessary
keyphrases from PA and (RA)s in each level, similarities are
calculated between the PA and (RA)s. The lexical similarity
calculation approach is employed to determine the similarity
between the PA and (RA)s. Lexical similarity computation is
a measure for comparing the similarity between two texts,
which is based on the intersection of word sets acquired from
the texts [53]. Two different similarity calculation techniques
are employed. One is Cosine Similarity (CS) [29], and the
another one is Jaccard Similarity (JS) [30]. Both the simi-
larity calculation techniques are widely known for similarity
calculation between different documents. The similarity is
calculated utilizing the extracted keyphrases from the articles.

1) COSINE SIMILARITY
Cosine Similarity (CS) is well known as a similarity measure
index which is being utilized widely is based on Euclidean
distance [29]. Cosine Similarity is employed to measure the
similarity between various documents. The Cosine Similarity
calculates the distance between two vectors by computing the
angle (cos(θ )) utilizing a dot product. Even though the lengths
of the two papers differ significantly, there is still a chance
that they would be similar due to the smaller angle, which
corresponds to a greater similarity score. It is also mentioned
that Cosine Similarity can check similarity semantically [54].
Here, CS between PA and (RA)s can be calculated by the
following Equation (2).

CS(PA,RA) =

∑n
i=1WKPAi

WKRAi√∑n
i=1W

2
KPAi

√∑n
i=1W

2
KRAi

(2)

Herein, PA is the parent article, and RA is the reference
article of the PA. WKPAi

and WKRAi
be the weights of the i-th

keyphrase in PA and RA, respectively. Here, the value of CS
can vary between 0 and 1 based on the similarity between the
two articles.

2) JACCARD SIMILARITY
Jaccard Similarity (JS) is a well-known similarity calculation
index that performs well for the recommendation purpose
than other similarity calculation models [30]. Jaccard Sim-
ilarity usually compares two sets of words and finds sim-
ilarities by calculating which data are distinct and shared.
The intersection of (KPA )s and (KRA )s that is divided by the
union of KPA and KRA is known as Jaccard Similarity. Here,
JS between PA and (RA)s can be calculated by the following
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Equation (3).

JS(PA,RA) =
|KPA ∩ KRA |
|KPA ∪ KRA |

(3)

Herein, PA is the parent article, and RA is the reference arti-
cle of the PA. KPA and KRA be the set of keyphrases of PA and
RA, respectively. Here, the value of JS can vary between 0 and
1 based on the similarity between the two articles. The higher
the value of JS, the articles are more similar. However, it may
give a poor outcome due to having small-sized documents
with fewer keyphrases. However, it is not an issue in the case
of research articles since the documents are large enough to
generate a good score.

D. RECOMMENDING CHRONOLOGICAL
LEARNING-BASED ARTICLES
As aforementioned, in chronological learning, the similarity
calculation starts at level one and continues up to level three
as per the recommendation of the experts mentioned in the
survey. Thismethodology recommends the top-5 (RA)s article
in each level selected based on the scores calculated by the
two different similarity measure techniques named Cosine
and Jaccard Similarity. In each level, the value of CS and
JS are calculated for each RA ∈ (RA)s concerning to PA. The
process of recommending an article in each level is shown in
Algorithm 1.

The computational complexity of the proposed approach
for recommending articles in each level can be computed by
evaluating the computational time of Algorithm 1. The com-
putation of the time complexity of the algorithm is essential
in this regard. The time taken by an algorithm to execute,
as a function of the length of the input, is called the time
complexity. Big-O notation is a measure for determining
the complexity of an algorithm. It calculates how long each
code statement in an algorithm takes to execute. In short,
Big-O notation refers to the connection between the algo-
rithm’s input and the steps required to execute it. In this
approach, The inputs are the parent and reference articles.
Two articles are compared at the same time are a parent
and a reference article. The time complexity for extracting
keyphrases utilizing TeKET is O(n2). For both Cosine and
Jaccard similarity calculation, the time complexity is O(n2).
The other statements in Algorithm 1 have time complexity
of O(n) and O(1). The overall complexity of this proposed
approach would beO(1)+O(n)+O(n2) = O(n2). Hence, the
total time needed for the proposed approach is the quadratic
time.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS, RESULT ANALYSIS, AND
DISCUSSION
An experiment and subsequent analysis are carried out in
order to assess the proposed methodology. The experimen-
tal details, result analysis, and discussion are extensively
discussed in section V-A, section V-B, and section V-C,
respectively.

Algorithm 1:Recommendation of Articles in Each Level
Input: parent article (PA), reference articles of parent

article (RA)s
Output: recommended articles (Arec)s

/* All the notations utilize below
are described in section III */

Select PA
initialize CSList ← NULL
initialize JSList ← NULL

extract (KPA )s along with (WKPA
)s from PA utilizing

TeKET

for ∀RA ∈ (RA)s do
extract (KRA )s and (WKRA

)s from RA utilizing TeKET

calculate CS utilizing Equation (2), employing
(WKPA

)s and (WKRA
)s

make a tuple, tcs utilizing (articleName, CS)

append tcs in CSList
calculate JS utilizing Equation (3), employing
(KPA )s and (KRA )s

make a tuple, tjs utilizing (articleName, JS)

append tjs in JSList
end for
Compare score of CSList and JSList for every RA
append top-5 (RA)s in (Arec)s

return (Arec)s

A. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
This section provides an extensive overview of the exper-
imental setup and the evaluation metrics utilized to evalu-
ate the performance of the keyphrase extraction techniques
and recommendation approach. The experimental setup and
evaluation metrics are represented in section V-A1 and
section V-A2, respectively.

1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed methodology is implemented employing the
python programming language. Python 3.7 is utilized as the
version. Several python packages are utilized such as stop-
words, word_tokenize, sent_tokenize of Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK) [55] as well as other relevant packages like
math [56] and os [57]. For the conversion of pdf to text,
a library called Tika [58] is utilized. For the implementa-
tion of the statistical-based and graph-based approaches, the
python keyphrase extraction toolkit (pke) [59] is utilized. For
the tree-based approach, TeKET [60] is implemented. All
the experimental codes and dataset are in [61] and will be
provided upon request.

2) EVALUATION METRICS
Since the extracted keyphrases perform the most signifi-
cant role in the similarity calculation part, it is essential
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to evaluate all the keyphrase extraction techniques in terms
of their performance. This evaluation is accomplished by
comparing the extracted keyphrases list with the gold stan-
dard keyphrase list provided by the authors of the articles.
To assess the effectiveness of several unsupervised keyphrase
extraction techniques, precision (ρ), recall (%), and F1-score
(δ) are calculated. These are very well-known evaluation
metrics. ρ is the ratio of correctly extracted keyphrases over
total extracted keyphrases. The ρ score reflects how well
the keyphrase extraction techniques can accurately extract
keyphrases within total extracted keyphrases. The following
Equation (4) can be utilized to calculate ρ.

ρ =
KPcorrect
KPextract

(4)

Herein, KPcorrect is the list of accurately matched
keyphrases in an article with the gold standard keyphrases.
On the other hand, KPextract is the list of total extracted
keyphrases in an article.
%, on the other hand, is the ratio of accurately extracted

keyphrases over the actual gold standard keyphrases. The %
score reflects how well the keyphrase extraction technique
can accurately extract keyphrases concerning the gold stan-
dard keyphrases. The following Equation (5) can be utilized
to calculate %.

% =
KPcorrect
KPgstandard

(5)

Herein, KPcorrect is the list of accurately matched
keyphrases in an article with the gold standard keyphrases.
On the other hand,KPgstandard is the list of total gold standard
keyphrases in an article.

The score of ρ and % is correlated in finding the overall
performance of the proposed approach. Theweighted average
of ρ and % is named the δ. δ is combining both the ρ and
% into a single measure. This combined measure provides
a glimpse of the overall performance of the unsupervised
keyphrase extraction techniques. The following Equation (6)
can be utilized to calculate δ.

δ =
2× ρ × %
ρ + %

(6)

This δ takes both false positives and false negatives into
consideration. The δ is typically more important than accu-
racy when there is uneven data distribution.

The proposed chronological learning-based research arti-
cle recommendation approach is evaluated employing the
recommendation system evaluation metric, namely Normal-
ized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [62]. This metric
is extensively utilized for the evaluation of recommendation
systems [63]. Hence, it is employed in this work to mea-
sure the performance of the ranked recommended article list,
Arec. NDCG is the weighted average of the ranked relevance
of recommended (RA)s of PA. It determines how close the
ranked recommended (RA)s are to the definitive ranking of
the articles. The value of NDCG is calculated utilizing the

following Equation (7).

NDCGk =
DCGk
IDCGk

(7)

Herein, the normalized gain accumulated at a certain rank
k is denoted by NDCGk . DCGk denotes the total discounted
cumulative gain at particular rank k for the recommended
(RA)s. On the other hand, IDCGk is the total ideal discounted
cumulative gain at particular rank k, which is a DCGmeasure
and denotes the best-ranked recommended articles [64]. The
value of NDCG generally normalizes the value of DCG by
dividing by the value of IDCG. The range of the NDCG
value lies between 0 to 1. The NDCG value 1 denotes the
perfect recommendation by the system. The DCG/IDCG can
be calculated utilizing the following Equation (8).

DCGk/IDCGk =
k∑
j=1

rel j
log2(j+ 1)

(8)

Herein, relj is the relevancy score at position j for the
recommended RA with respect to the PA.

B. RESULT ANALYSIS
There exist various unsupervised keyphrase extraction tech-
niques such as tree-based, statistical-based, and graph-based;
it is intricate to choose one technique since the recommen-
dation process depends much on the extracted keyphrases to
help the further calculation of similarity indexes on the next
phase. Hence, it is imperative to extract relevant keyphrases
so that they can be utilized to calculate similarity and generate
a more precise recommendation.

Several unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques are
employed in this work to examine which one works better
for the keyphrase extraction. Two unsupervised keyphrase
extraction techniques are employed from various statistical-
based techniques; namely, YAKE [65], and Term Frequency
and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [66]. From vari-
ous graph-based techniques, TopicRank (TR) [67], Position-
Rank (PR) [68], SingleRank (SR) [69], and MultipartileRank
(MR) [70] unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques
are employed. Amid tree-based techniques, TeKET is
employed, which is also an unsupervised keyphrase extrac-
tion technique. All these techniques are employed upon
randomly selected articles from the dataset. After extract-
ing the keyphrases, those are compared with the gold stan-
dard keyphrase list to measure the performance of the
employed keyphrase extraction techniques. The gold standard
keyphrase list is prepared with the author-provided keywords
of those articles. The ρ, %, and δ are calculated for the top-
5, top-10, and top-15 extracted keyphrases, employing Equa-
tion (4), (5),and (6) respectively, to assess the performances of
the employed unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques.
The performance of the employed unsupervised keyphrase
extraction techniques is depicted in Table 1.

From Table 1, it can be evident that the tree-based unsu-
pervised keyphrase extraction technique outperforms all the
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TABLE 1. Performance of the employed unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques for extracting top-5, top-10, and top-15 keyphrases.

FIGURE 6. ρ, % and δ for the Top-5 keyphrases extraction employing
various unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques.

other graph-based and statistical-based techniques. It pro-
duces the highest ρ value of 14.67, 12.67, and 10.22 for the
top-5, top-10, and top-15, extracted keyphrases, respectively.
These ρ values indicate that TeKET can extract more quality
keyphrases among the other employed techniques. TeKET
also cuts the highest % value of 14.56, 24.31, and 29.03 for
the top-5, top-10, and top-15, respectively, indicating that it
can extract more accurate keyphrases concerning the gold
standard keyphrases. δ shows the balancing between ρ and
%, which also considers the extracted keyphrases that are
incorrect. TeKET cuts the highest δ of 14.39, 16.37, and
14.91 for the top-5, top-10, and top-15, respectively. The
performance of the employed techniques for top-5, top-10,
and top-15 extracted keyphrases are graphically represented
in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8, respectively to give a
better insight.

The overall performance of the employed unsupervised
keyphrase extraction techniques can be depicted in Fig-
ure 9. From the Figure 9; it is evident that TeKET, which
is a tree-based technique, outperforms all other employed
statistical-based and graph-based techniques in terms of ρ
and % value. The δ line goes high for the TeKET. Hence,
TeKET is selected as the keyphrase extraction technique in
this work.

After selecting TeKET as the keyphrase extraction tech-
nique, the BA and reference articles of that BA, (RA)s are
selected from the dataset for level one. In level one, the BA is
considered as the PA of that level. After that, the keyphrases
(KPA )s for PA and (KRA )s for each RA are extracted along with

FIGURE 7. ρ, % and δ for the Top-10 keyphrases extraction employing
various unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques.

FIGURE 8. ρ, % and δ for the Top-15 keyphrases extraction employing
various unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques.

their weights. Then, the similarity between the PA and (RA)s
are calculated utilizing the Cosine similarity measure. After
calculating CS, the top-5 articles with the highest similarity
scores are recommended for level two. Therefore, each rec-
ommended article in level one is considered as thePA for level
two. The (RA)s are the reference articles of PA for level two
calculation. Likewise, in level one, the similarity calculation
is done in levels two and three for recommending the most
relevant articles in each level. To determine whether or not
these recommended articles are relevant to the BA, CS is
calculated between the BA and the (Arec)s recommended at
each level. The top-1 recommended articles in each level that
is acquired employing the Cosine Similarity technique are
depicted in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Recommending top-1 article in each level based on cosine similarity.

FIGURE 9. The overall performance of the employed various
unsupervised keyphrase extraction techniques in terms of ρ, % and δ.

Similarly, JS is also calculated up to three levels between
PA and (RA)s. The top-5 articles with the highest similarity
scores in each level are recommended. Again JS is calculated
between the BA and the recommended articles acquired in
each level. The top-1 recommended articles in each level that
is acquired employing the Jaccard Similarity technique are
depicted in Table 3.
From Table 2 and Table 3, it is evident that the CS measure

generates a better similarity score than the JS measure. It can
also be observed that the recommended articles (Arec)s up to
level three produce more likely similar scores with BA as they
produce with their PA in each level.

C. DISCUSSION
As discussed earlier, utilizing the concept of chronological
learning-based research article recommendation is a new
approach; no prior work is found to the best of our knowl-
edge, which recommends articles level-wise in a chrono-
logical manner to understand a particular article. A lexical
similarity calculation approach is performed in this work to
calculate the similarity between PA and (RA)s in each level
to recommend the most relevant articles. Initially, TeKET
is employed, which is one of the core parts of this work to
extract the keyphrases from articles. After that, CS and JS are
calculated. Although this type of work is not yet available,
there are some other works that are user profile-based col-
laborative research article recommendation approaches that
utilize the traditional TF-IDF technique to extract keyphrases

and rank them for similarity calculation [5], [9], [71], [72].
However, from Figure 9 it can be observed that TeKET easily
outperforms TF-IDF as well as other keyphrase extraction
techniques in terms of performance evaluation scores ρ, %,
and δ. TeKET has some advantages over other techniques
since it is domain and language independent [25]. Moreover,
the additional ranking mechanism of TeKET utilizing the CI
adds additional flexibility to extract more quality keyphrases
than the other techniques. The CS measure comparatively
generates more similarity scores than the JS measure, which
is observable from the similarity calculation approaches. The
CS measure is advantageous since it can generate a smaller
angle for producing the higher similarity score though two
articles are apart by more Euclidean distance.

Generally, article recommendation systems can be exam-
ined by user study [73]. Performing a user study to evaluate
a recommendation approach can be an effective way since
it can give a view of the real-time performance of the pro-
posed approach [12]. Since there is no benchmark approach
regarding this work, the performance evaluation of the pro-
posed chronological learning-based article recommendation
approach is performed employing a user study performed
by experts from the Computer Science domain. The experts
manually rank the recommended articles by the CS and JS
measures. The ranks made by the experts are considered the
ground truth for evaluating the performance of the proposed
approach. The ranking is made considering the relevancy
score of the recommended (RA)s with PA. The relevancy
scores are classified into four categories and are depicted in
Table 4.
Based on the relevancy score of the expert ranked articles,

the NDCG values are calculated for the top-5 recommended
articles (Arec)s by the CS and JS measures in each level by
employing Equation (7). Figure 10 depicts the performance
of the proposed recommendation approach in terms of NDCG
values for the top-5 recommended articles by the CS and JS
measures.

In Figure 10, the X-axis represents the levels up to three for
recommending articles. The Y-axis represents the calculated
NDCG values for both CS and JS. The NDCG values depict
that the recommended top-5 articles by CS measure are more
relevant for the targeted article BA than the recommended
top-5 articles by JS measure in each level. The recommen-
dation made by the CS measure outperforms the JS measure
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TABLE 3. Recommending top-1 article in each level based on Jaccard similarity.

FIGURE 10. Performance of the proposed recommendation approach for
both CS and JS. The NDCG value shows the relevancy of the
recommended research articles for the particular targeted article.

TABLE 4. Relevancy categories with scores for ranking the recommended
articles.

with the NDCG values of 0.85, 0.89, and 0.86 for level one,
level two, and level three, respectively, for recommending
relevant articles. The overall NDCG value for the CS and
JS measures in recommending research articles are 0.87 and
0.73, respectively.

For the more admissibility of the proposed chronological
learning-based approach, another comparison is made in each
level between the top-5 expert-recommended (ER) articles,
and the CS measure recommended articles. For this, the
similarity between the top-5 recommended articles and the
targeted BA are calculated in each level. Since the CS pro-
duces a more accurate recommendation, the similarity of ER
articles with BA are calculated employing the CS measure in
each level and labeled as ERCS. The comparison is depicted
in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, the X-axis represents the produced similarity
score of the top-5 recommended articles by employing CS
measure and ERCS. On the other hand, the Y-axis represents
CS measure and ERCS in each level. It can be observed from

FIGURE 11. Comparison between CS and ERCS for recommending articles
in each level. This figure shows the similarity score of the recommended
articles using proposed approach and expert recommendation by
calculating cosine similarity.

Figure 11 that the top-5 recommended articles by ERCS and
CS measures are almost similar. Another notable observation
can be found from Figure 11 that the top-5 recommended
articles in level one are more similar to the BA that the
researcher/reader wants to understand compared to the rec-
ommended articles of level two and level three. This scenario
seems logical since the level one reference articles (RA)s are
the directly referred articles by BA. Hence, it can be said that
the proposed approach can recommend good quality research
articles for a particular targeted article using the Keyphrase
extraction technique TeKET and CS measure. However, this
proposed approach may not be suitable for other text recom-
mendation purposes, for instance, news articles. The reason
behind this can be the writing style of the news article, which
differs from the research articles. Moreover, the words of a
research article are more cohesive than the news article.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The utilization of a research article recommendation system
in research has become a pressing challenge for handling
a significant amount of articles and recommending rele-
vant articles as per the reader’s interest. The cutting-edge
Google Scholar and other existing methodologies recom-
mend research articles, yet they have drawbacks as they can-
not recommend the level-wise relevant articles to understand
a particular article. Moreover, the quality of these systems
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falls as citation count, and lack of content analysis of the
articles are the major factors of these systems.

In this study, a new chronological learning-based research
article recommendation approach is proposed to recommend
previous articles mentioned in the reference of a particular
article for understanding that article. The proposed method-
ology introduces a tree-based keyphrase extraction technique
named TeKET, which can extract keyphrases from the arti-
cles for similarity calculation between parent and reference
articles. The benefit of utilizing this TeKET is, it ranks the
keyphrases utilizing the CI of that keyphrase in the arti-
cle. Two different similarity calculation measures, namely
Cosine and Jaccard Similarity, are employed to calculate
the similarity between parent and reference articles at dif-
ferent levels. Afterward, outputs of the two similarity mea-
sures are compared to recommend the articles relevant to
the base article. In this case, the Cosine Similarity measure
outperforms the Jaccard Similarity measure with the overall
NDCG value of 0.87. Therefore, the most similar articles
utilizing the Cosine Similarity measure are considered for the
recommendation.

The experiment in this study is performed upon a small
dataset prepared for the proof of concept that includes
research articles from the domain of computer science since
no existing dataset is found. The result would have been
more diverse if articles from the other domains had also been
added. In the future, the experiment will be performed upon
a large dataset having articles from different domains. On the
other hand, the similarities are calculated upon the full text of
the articles. Therefore, section-based similarity will be cal-
culated, giving more insight to this work in finding relevant
research articles. Furthermore, since lexical similarities are
only calculated in this study, semantic similarity calculation
between articles, a deep learning approach, might give a
better recommendation for finding more relevant reference
articles of a particular research article.
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